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Note: this techNical data sheet replaces all previous versioNs. the iNstructioNs iN this documeNtatioN are based oN our tests aNd 
experieNce aNd have beeN prepared to the best of our kNowledge aNd coNscieNce. due to the variety of differeNt materials aNd sub-
strates aNd the maNy differeNt possible applicatioNs beyoNd our coNtrol, we assume No repoNsibility for the results achieved. siNce 
the coNstructioN aNd Nature of the substrate aNd the processiNg coNditioNs are beyoNd our coNtrol, we do Not accept aNy liability 
for this publicatioN. iN aNy case, it is recommeNded to carry out appropriate tests before use.
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1K Pistolen-
schaum B2

Adhesive And insulAtion foAm
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Product description
the 1k pistolenschaum b2 is a 1-component polyurethane adapter 
foam that can be used universally due to its properties.

Properties and benefits
•	 foam yield (750 ml can) approx. 55 liter
•	 high thermal and noise insulation value
•	 low curing pressure
•	 low post expansion
•	 Optimum	volume	expansion	for	effective	filling	
•	 fire class b2

chemical basis polyurethane adap-
ter foam

Joint density (3 x 10 cm, wgm 106) 15 - 19 kg/m3

dimensional stability (tm 1004) < 2 %

tack-free time (tm 1014) 6 - 10 min.
cutting time (tm 1005) < 30 min.

Joint curing time (3 x 5 cm) < 8 h
curing pressure (tm 10009)* < 2 kpa
post-expansion (tm 1010) < 80 %
temperature resistance** -50 bis +90 °c
fire class (diN 4102-1)** b2

tensile strength (tm 1018) > 60*/*** kpa

elongation (tm 1018) 13* / 14*** %

compressive strength (tm 1011)* > 20 kpa

shear strength (tm 1012)* > 35 kpa

thermal conductivity (eN 12667, tm 1020) 0,033 w/(m*k)

sound insulation rst,w (eN iso 10140) 62 db

water vapour permeability (eN 12086) < 0,06 mg/(m*h*pa)

foam yield joint (3 x 5 cm, wgm 107) 17 m

foam yield (750 ml can, tm 1003) 55 l

the values given were determined at +23 °c and 50 % relative humidity, unless 
otherwise stated. these values may vary depending on environmental factors such as 
temperature, humidity and substrate type.
*  values obtained on moistened surfaces.
** values refer to fully cured product.
*** values obtained on dry surfaces.

technical properties
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Application examples
•	 installation of window and door frames
•	 insulation of ducts
•	 sealing of thermal and noise insulation panels
•	 sealing and joining joints
•	 reducing the impact of thermal bridges

Packaging
packaging: 750 ml spray gun can

shelf life
can be stored for 12 months in unopened packaging in a cool and dry place at temperatures bet-
ween +5 °c and +30 °c. do not store the cans at temperatures above +50 °c, near heat sources or 
in direct sunlight. store and transport in upright position.

substrates
the 1k pistolenschaum b2 is suitable for use on all common building substrates.
before application, the substrate should be clean and free of dust and grease.
moisten dry substrates to achieve better results. 
protect adjacent surfaces with paper, foil or other suitable material.

Note: the foam will not adhere to teflon, polyethylene and silicone surfaces. cured foam is 
sensitive	to	UV	light	and	direct	sunlight	and	must	be	covered	with	opaque	sealant,	filler,	paint	or	
other material therefore.

handling
during application, the air temperature should be between +5°c and +30°c and the can tempera-
ture should be between +5°c and +25°c. 
while mounting the adapter tube, hold the can vertically and shake the can strongly at least 20 
times before use. 
to use, turn the can upside down and press the trigger of the adapter tube. use the trigger of the 
adapter tube to regulate the foam output. 
when applying multiple layer, always wet the bottom layer before applying the next coat. 
uncured foam can be removed with acetone, cured foam can be removed mechanically only.

safety instructions
follow the usual regulations for industrial hygiene. use in well-ventilated rooms only. do not smo-
ke during application! use protective agents if necessary. keep out of reach of children. further 
information can be found on the packaging and in the safety data sheet.

note 
the information in this technical data sheet is based on tests, monitoring and experience. they 
are of a general nature and do not establish any liability. it is up to the user to determine with his 
own tests whether the agent is suitable for the intended application.


